GREIFF suits.

Since I’ve been wearing GREIFF,
it’s not just my company that
gets more attention.«
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GREIFF suits.
GREIFF is the perfect fit in more ways than one. As well as
producing clothing which fits beautifully and is comfortable
to wear, we promise always to supply corporate wear which is
tailored to your individual company. Clothing which is the perfect fit for you and your employees, whatever the occasion and
whatever their role.
In other words, you can rely on us as a service provider and
partner to uphold the same high standards of quality and performance as you do.
GREIFF suits. A simple slogan which sums up the many reasons
why we should get to know one another better.
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If you’re looking for the
definition of timeless elegance,
ask a company which
has been around for more
than 200 years.«
OUR COMPANY
We have been supplying our clients with quality, style and tailored solutions for over 200 years. Based in Bamberg, we are one
of the leading manufacturers of corporate wear solutions, especially for the service sector, hotels and the food-service industry.
As an owner-run company, we are very aware of our heritage,
but we are also innovative and modern. Our specially developed
washable suit is a good example of our creativity.
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We are proud of our roots. Our company values aren’t just an abstract set of principles: they are the ethic we live by every single
day for the benefit of people and the environment. This philosophy shapes the company and is expressed in both our high
standards of quality and service and in our attention to detail.

We take care of everything: from development and production
to delivery. Word of our quality standards has spread: with over
1,800 sales partners, our distribution network has grown beyond Germany, enabling us to serve the whole of Europe.
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It’s often the little things which
reveal the high quality of our
corporate wear.«
QUALITY
Corporate wear has to fulfil much more demanding requirements than ordinary clothing. It needs to be particularly hardwearing, work as hard as you do, cope with a wide range of
requirements, and look good even when the going gets tough or
the temperature rises dramatically.
We never compromise on anything: we pride ourselves on offering a great fit, selected certified materials, skilled workmanship,
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our promised levels of comfort, shape retention and a feel for
fashion. From raw materials to the final wash and wear test, we
take care of everything ourselves – right down to the tiniest
details, because we always strive to offer the utmost in quality.
It is our belief that tradition and state-of-the-art technology can
go hand in hand. We use innovative fibres such as C
 oolmaxx® or
T400® and long-lasting Trevira® fabrics.

To safeguard this high level of innovation and safety, we regularly train our own staff and also share our ideals with long-standing suppliers. The result is a stable network of expert partners.
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Design
As well as staying up to date with the latest technology and innovations, we always keep our finger on the pulse of fashion. We
regularly visit European fashion fairs to find out about trends
and work with fashion colleges and freelance designers for additional inspiration.
In Bamberg, our own team of designers use state-of-the-art
pattern cutting and CAD technology and constantly develop
stylish new product ranges tailored to clients’ preferences and
requirements.
At GREIFF, you can either choose from a wide range of product
lines that we can personalise to suit you or ask us to design
corporate wear exclusively for your company.
Whichever option is right for you, you can rely on GREIFF to
deliver up-to-the-minute styles.

GREIFF suits.

We channel our attention to
detail into creating uniforms
for individuals.«
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PURCHASING
In clothing as in haute cuisine, the purchased ingredients determine the quality of the finished product.
Corporate wear has to meet particularly exacting demands. In
order to deliver the goods, all of the raw materials and ingredients have to be high quality and long lasting. At GREIFF, we
have the necessary international procurement management system in place. On top of this, we have an overview of the market
and the experience needed to optimise the purchasing process.
We hand-pick our suppliers and cultivate long-term partnerships. Wherever possible, we purchase goods in Europe to minimise transport distances and thereby operate sustainably.
The quality requirements governing all of the products we buy
far exceed the standards imposed by law.
As part of our quality assurance processes, all fabrics are
checked by us in house for weaving faults and colour deviations
prior to subsequent processing. In addition to this, fabrics are
regularly tested for durability and resistance to wear by independent, certified testing laboratories.

GREIFF suits.

All the ingredients have to be just
right to create the perfect outfit.«
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Production
We only work with production partners who share our ethos so
that we can guarantee that you will always receive premium
quality. In other words, companies who are interested in a longterm, close partnership with us and who fulfil their social responsibility to their employees. Companies who have the technical capabilities in all aspects of manufacturing to guarantee a
high-quality product.
All of our partners comply with these criteria. To ensure that
absolutely nothing is left to chance, our own technical experts
are on hand to provide extra support. They share the GREIFF
philosophy with each of our partner companies and help employees there to understand what matters most to us.
Dedicated production lines staffed by specially trained professionals are set up to handle small runs and special customer requests.
As you can see, we do everything we can to safeguard the quality of our products.
It should therefore come as no surprise that all garments manufactured externally undergo further in-depth quality checks on delivery.
Once the clothing has passed these tests, the orders can be dispatched to our clients.

We can vouch for every single
manufacturer we use.«
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GREIFF suits.
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LOGISTICS AND MERCHANDISE MANAGEMENT
Our delivery and merchandise management systems are hallmarked by the same degree of flexibility as our customisable
products. We have an 8,000 m2 warehouse in Bamberg, which
enables us to deliver to our clients within 48 hours. We stock
approximately 100,000 hanging garments and 600,000 folded
garments, allowing us to dispatch up to 8,000 items a day.
We offer our clients bespoke merchandise management, customised labelling and individual picking services. We also operate personalised inventory accounts with web-based wearer
management, enabling employees to order from the stock on
hand. This service also includes point-based accounts.
Our state-of-the-art computer centre ensures that orders are
processed smoothly, while the specialist logistics companies we
use are happy to cater for customer requirements such as express deliveries for urgent orders.

GREIFF suits.

We have the material
to help your company
succeed long term.«
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CORPORATE WEAR
Corporate wear presents a unique opportunity to breathe life into
a firm’s corporate identity. Uniforms give companies a clear image.
This enhances external recognisability and strengthens employees’ sense of belonging. Confidence increases, which also improves well-being and motivation. Each individual experiences
a new feeling of status and becomes an ambassador for his or
her employer.
This is good news for you too, because companies which employees identify with strongly are generally more successful.
Nowadays, tour operators and airlines are far from being the only
businesses which use corporate wear. Banks, insurance companies, hotels, food-service companies, transport service providers, car makers, security firms and businesses from many other
sectors have all discovered the power a shared outfit can have.
What makes GREIFF the ideal partner?
We offer individual interpretations of a firm’s corporate identity.
From design to delivery, we take care of everything. Our range
comprises clothing for men and women – from business suits to
chefs’ jackets. You will not find a larger off-the-peg collection of
corporate wear anywhere in Europe. With our simple, modular
system, any company can put together its very own collection.
Additionally, all of the existing styles in our catalogue can be
personalised, for example by adding contrasting lining or an
embroidered company logo. The possibilities are virtually endless. Ties and scarves in your firm’s corporate design can also be
used to send out a clear signal. On request, we will also develop
an all-new design concept tailored specifically to your company.

GREIFF suits.
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GREIFF ensures that my
company always attracts the
right kind of attention.«
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All the evidence suggests
that our corporate wear meets
with a good response.«
GREIFF CORPORATE WEAR
Of course, we cannot guarantee that your company will be even more successful
if you choose our corporate wear. However, we can promise you that it will give
your firm a modern, likeable and therefore impressive overall image.
We are also confident that your employees will feel good in our comfortable, wellfitting trouser and skirt suits, and that all your staff will go the extra mile because
they are proud to be part of the team.
We think that is reason enough to take a closer look at corporate wear from
GREIFF. All the elements of our various product lines can be mixed and matched.
This means there are countless ways to translate your business’s corporate identity
into an individual look.

GREIFF suits.
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Chefs make your food look
good; GREIFF makes your
chefs look good.«
GREIFF GASTRO MODA
Open kitchens are becoming increasingly popular – at home and in restaurants. Often,
there is just a pane of glass between diners and the restaurant’s creative nerve centre.
Both your chefs and your serving staff will cut a fine figure with Gastro Moda from
GREIFF. Our Service, Bistro and Cuisine product ranges are guaranteed to make an
inviting, tasteful overall impression. All of them feature up-to-date designs with
modern, comfortable cuts which will make your employees feel good and go about
their work with new gusto.
Our accessories are a stylish way to complete the look – simply choose scarves, ties,
etc. in your business’s corporate design.

GREIFF suits.
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REFERENCES

You’ll be amazed how
many firms are already
cutting a dash with GREIFF.«
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Of course we cannot name
all the companies who have
already chosen GREIFF here.
However, this small selection
should serve to show that you
will be in very good company
as one of our clients. Please
contact us if you would like to
find out more.

GREIFF suits.
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GREIFF suits.

www.greiff.de
GREIFF Mode GmbH & Co. KG
Memmelsdorfer Str. 250
96052 Bamberg
Germany
Telephone +49 (0)951 405-0 · E-mail info@greiff.de

